This paper is concerned with the numerical approximation of bedload sediment transport due to water evolution. For the hydrodynamical component we consider shallow water equations. The morphodynamical component is defined by a continuity equation, which is defined in function of the solid transport discharge. We present several deterministic models, such as Meyer-Peter&Müller, Van Rijn or Grass model. We also present an unified definition for the solid transport discharge, and we compare with Grass model. Both components define a coupled system of equations that can be re-write as a non-conservative hyperbolic system. To discretize it, we consider finite volume methods with or without flux limiters and high order state reconstructions. Finally we present several tests, where we observe numerically the order of the numerical schemes, Comparisons with analytical solutions and experimental data are also presented.
Introduction
The sediment can be defined as a fragmented material from rocks that has been formed by different physical and/or chemical process. The study of sediment transport processes includes movement of rocks in a mountain as material diffusion in water, among other processes. Transport is caused by gravity effects and by friction effects with the air or the fluid containing the sediment.
Sediment transport is usually divided into three types: bedload, saltation and suspension (see Figure 1 ). Bedload transport is defined as the type of transport where sediment grains roll or slide along the bed. Saltation transport is defined as the type of transport where single grains jump over the bed a length proportional to their diameter, losing for instants the contact with the soil. Sediment is suspended when the flux is intense enough such as the sediment grains reach height over the bed.
In this paper we face the study of bedload sediment transport. To model bedload sediment transport process caused by the movement of a fluid in contact with the sediment layer, we consider a coupled model constituted by a hydrodynamical component and a morphodynamical component. The hydrodynamical component is modeled by Shallow Water equations, which is are used to study fluid movement in rivers, channel, coast areas, etc, while a sediment transport equation, depending on solid transport flux, is considered to model the morphodynamical component.
In literature different equations to model the solid transport sediment flux could be found (Grass equation [25] , Meyer-Peter&Müller's equation [41] , Van Rijn's equation [58] - [60] , Nielsen's equation [42] , Kalinske ( [34] , [35] ), Einstein's equation ([18] , [19] , etc), generally obtained by empirical methods. Among all these formulae, some are deterministic formulae and others are based on probabilistic terms. In this paper we only consider deterministic equations (see Section 2.3).
In most of them, except for Grass model, the movement of the sediment is controlled by a physical parameter called critical shear stress, usually determined experimentally.
Therefore, hydrodynamical and morphodynamical components constitute a coupled system, with three unknowns: h(x, t), the thickness of the fluid, q(x, t), the discharge of the fluid and z b (x, t), the thickness of the sediment layer. This coupled system can be written as a non-conservative hyperbolic system ∂W ∂t
It is well known that standard methods that solve correctly systems of conservation laws can fail in solving systems of balance laws, specially when approaching equilibria or near to equilibria solutions. Moreover, they can produce unstable methods when they are applied to coupled systems of conservation or balance laws. Many authors have studied well-balanced numerical schemes for balance laws or coupled systems. See [50] , [4] , [26] , [27] , [40] , [22] , [23] , [46] , [9] , [56] , [47] , [12] , [13] , [3] , [6] , [43] ...
One of these techniques consists on discretizing the conservative terms of the system by using a well-known solver for homogeneous conservative systems and studying a discretization of the source term and/or the non-conservative terms. On related papers authors study if with the proposed discretization the numerical scheme exactly or approximately preserves a given stationary solution or a family of equilibria. The form in which the discretization of the source term and/or the coupled term is discretized depends, in general, on the specific considered system, and, usually, the extension to high order numerical schemes becomes a difficult task. In [12] it was shown that the technique of Modified Equations can be helpful in this procedure.
For example, this technique has been used to extend Roe method, Lax-Wendrof with flux-limiters or HLL scheme among other classical schemes. Roe method was studied in [4] and [9] , a family of numerical schemes, including numerical schemes using flux-limiters, was studied in [13] . In [36] Kurganov and Levy extend HLL scheme with state reconstruction for Shallow Water equation with topography as source term, using the water surface and the discharge as unknowns. This method is known as central-upwind. In [20] Fraccarollo et al extend HLL method for a system coupling Shallow Water equation with a sediment layer in order to study intense sediment transport. They introduce a lateralized discretization of the coupled term, which consists on different approximations to the left and to the right. They also write the system in terms of the water surface. They call this method LHLL.
Another technique consists on considering balance laws or coupled systems as a particular case of the one-dimensional quasilinear hyperbolic system (1) . Once the system is rewritten under this form, piecewise constant approximations of the solutions are considered, which are updated by means of Approximate Riemann Solvers at the intercells. . The extension to high order numerical schemes is in this case straightforward.
Following [44] , this second procedure has been considered in this work. The main difficulty both from the mathematical and the numerical points of view comes from the presence of non-conservative products, which makes difficult even the definition of weak solutions. Many papers have been devoted to the definition and the stability of non-conservative products and its application to the definition of weak solutions of non-conservative hyperbolic systems: see [63] , [11] , [15] , [16] , [48] , [7] , [38] , [5] , [1] ...
In this article we assume the definition of non-conservative products as Borel measures given by Dal Maso, LeFloch, and Murat in [16] . This definition, which depends on the choice of a family of paths in the phase space, allows to give a rigorous definition of weak solutions of (1) . Together with the definition of weak solutions, a notion of entropy has to be chosen, as the usual Lax's concept or one related to an entropy pair. The classical theory of simple waves of hyperbolic systems of conservation laws and the results concerning the solutions of Riemann problems can be then extended to systems (1) .
The choice of the family of paths may be, in general, a difficult task. The introduction of such family of paths also allows to give a general definition of Roe linearizations for non-conservative systems. In [43] the authors propose a general definition of well-balanced schemes to solve systems like (1) .
J. Hudson in [31] proposed several numerical approximations of a system constituted by shallow water equations and bedload sediment transport equation using Grass model. He considers different reformulations of the problem.
E. Peña González in [45] proposed a numerical approximation of a non-coupled system formed by shallow water equations and bedload sediment transport equation. He applies a finite volumes scheme based on Roe scheme to obtain the shallow water unknowns, thickness and discharge of the fluid. The Approximated velocity and thickness of the fluid are used in bedload sediment transport equation to get an approximation of thickness of the sediment layer. He also proposed different techniques of measurement of the thickness of the sediment layer. In Section 6.3 a comparison with one of the experiments performed in his work is shown.
In [20] a second order LHLL method for the computation of open channel flows in conditions of rapid bed erosion and intense sediment transport is presented. The phenomena that govern these flows are different from those presented in bedload sediment transport, where the interaction between the fluid and the sediment is very weak.
One of the main difficulty to obtain a precise numerical approximation for bedload sediment transport models is that the interaction between fluid and sediment is usually very weak (see Section 2.5) and long time simulations are needed. For this reason, as characteristic velocities of fluid and sediment are very different, low order numerical schemes are very diffusive (see Section 6.1). So, it is necessary to use high order numerical schemes, at least bigger than two to obtaining precise results. In this paper we consider numerical schemes based on flux limiters and numerical schemes based on state reconstructions for non-conservative hyperbolic systems (see [10] ). This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we present the system of equations for different morphodynamical models, such as Meyer-Peter&Müller, Van Rijn or Grass. In Subsection 2.4 we present a unified formulation of the presented models, redefining the solid transport discharge. In Subsection 2.5 we perform a comparison with Grass model when the critical shear stress is set to zero, studying the type of interaction between the fluid and the sediment. In Subsection 2.6 we present the coupled system of equations. We introduce a new variable that allows us to simplify the system. We re-write it as a non-conservative hyperbolic system. In Section 3 we present finite volume methods for non-conservative hyperbolic systems with and without flux-limiters. In Section 4 we present high order finite-volume methods using state reconstructions, concretely we have used WENO reconstructions. In Section 5 we present Roe matrix for the different considered models, in an approximated way, and how we treat the problem of transition cells: transition with-without sediment and transition withwithout movement. Finally in Section 6 we present three numerical tests, we observe numerically the order of the different numerical schemes, we also compare with an analytical solution for Grass model and finally we compare with experimental data.
Sediment transport models in Shallow Water equations
In this section we present a system of equations that models sediment transport in areas such us rivers, lakes or coast. To solve the problem of sediment transport by a fluid, a coupled mathematical model can be used with a hydrodynamical component and a morphodynamical component.
• For the hydrodynamical component we consider Shallow Water equations, which simulates the movement of a fluid in rivers, channels, coastal areas, etc. (See [56] , [9] ),
• The morphodynamical component is described with a transport equation, which is defined by the solid transport discharge. In Section 2.2 we present some experimental formulae that can be considered.
Shallow Water system and the sediment transport equation form a coupled system that is described in Section 2.6.
Hydrodynamical model: Shallow Water equations
We consider a one-dimensional channel with variable bottom and constant rectangular section. If the bottom is fixed, we have the equations
Where by x we denote the horizontal variable at the axis of the channel and t is the time variable. By q(x, t) and h(x, t) we denote the discharge and the height of the water column respectively. g is the gravity constant and H(x) is the bathymetry function respect to a fixed reference level (A R ). (See Figure 2(a) ). The term S f models the friction term, for Manning law we have
where η is the Manning's coefficient, R h is the hydraulic ratio, which can be approximated by h and u is the velocity of the fluid u(x, t) = q(x, t) h(x, t) .
To study the problem of sediment transport it is necessary to consider a sediment layer, z b and a fixed bottom (without sediment),
In this case the system of equations (2) can be written as follows (See Figure 2( 
Morphodynamical model
The equation that describes sediment transport is a continuity equation and the expression of the conservation sediment volume equation is given by
where ξ = 1/(1 − ρ 0 ) and ρ 0 is the porosity of the sediment layer. By q b = q b (h, q) we denote the solid transport discharge.
Solid transport discharge
In this section we present the most popular formulae to define the solid transport discharge, q b . The study of the definition of the solid transport discharge can be seen as a deterministic problem or a probabilistic one. For example, deterministic methods have been proposed by Duboy and MeyerPeter& Müller ( [17] , [41] ); and probabilistic methods by Kalinske ( [34] , [35] ) and Einstein ( [18] , [19] ). Different estimations of the solid transport discharge q b have been obtained by empirical methods.
In what follows, we present some formulae for q b corresponding to deterministic models. They were proposed for granular and non-cohesive sediments. They were obtained for stationary flux in rivers. Nevertheless, it can also be applied to fluids in tides, by the effects of the waves and the currents, because the time response of the sediment is very small in comparison with the period of the tide or the wave. These formulae do not include any gradient pressure effect to model grain falling when the velocity of the fluid is zero.
All models considered in this work, except Grass model, have into account that the movement of the granular sediment begins when the shear stress (τ ) is bigger than a certain critical shear stress (τ c ).
Usually, shear stress can be written in terms of the hydrodynamical unknowns, h and q, using the friction term
where γ denotes the specific weight of the fluid γ = gρ, being ρ the water density and S f is defined by (3) . Usually, Manning's coefficient η over the sediment layer is not equal to Manning's coefficient over the fixed bottom. Nevertheless, the shear stress is usually presented in a non-dimensional form in q b . If we denote by τ * and τ * c the non-dimensional shear stress and the critical shear stress, respectively, then
Where γ s denotes the specific sediment weight γ s = gρ s , being ρ s the sediment density, and d denotes the sediment grain size (diameter). Using (6) and (7), τ * can be written in function of the relative density of fluids G = ρ s /ρ.
To determine τ * c many experiments have been performed in different works. Concretely, Shields proposed the well-known Shields-diagram. He did the measurement for bigger diameters and after extrapolate. Some of the most usual formulae for rivers are:
• Grass equation:
Grass ([25] ) proposed the following formula for the solid transport discharge,
where the constant A g (s 2 /m) is usually obtained by experimental data and takes into account the grain diameter and the cinematic viscosity. The usual value of the exponent m g is set to m g = 3, obtaining
The coefficient A g takes values between 0 and 1. When it is closed to 0 the model reflects a weak interaction between the sediment and the fluid.
Note that one of the main characteristics of this model is that the critical shear stress is set to zero, so the sediment movement begins at the same instant that beginning fluid motion.
• Meyer-Peter&Müller's equation:
Meyer-Peter& Müller [41] (MP&M in what follows) developed one of the most known formulae for the solid transport discharge, based on median grain diameter d 50 (see [55] ). Later, Chien [14] proved that original formula can be reduced to the following expression
where τ * c usually is set to 0.047.
This expression is one of the most used and it is applied to rivers and channels with slope lower than 2%. A more complex formula for non rectangular cross-section channels can be found in [52] and [49] .
• Fernández Luque&Van Beek equation (FL&V):
This formula is very similar to (10) , and in fact, only one coefficient varies,
• Van Rijn's equation:
Van Rijn ( [58] - [60] ) developed the following formula for the solid transport discharge,
where C D is the dragging coefficient. Another formula based on a complex theory mixing empirical results and fundamental physics was proposed by Van Rijn (see [55] , for example).
• Nielsen formula:
Nielsen ([42] ) developed the following formula
In this case the usual value of τ * c is set equal to τ * c = 0.05.
All these formulae have a range of application in function of grain size, the slope of the bottom, the Froude number and the relative density G. For example in the case of the MP&M it is applied for a 0.4 ≤ d ≤ 29 mm, slopes of the bottom smaller than 0.02 and 1.25 ≤ G ≤ 4.2 (see [45] ). In Section 6.3 we have used MP&M model in order to compare numerical results with experimental data.
Unified formulation for solid transport discharge formulae
The different formulae of q b shown in the previous subsection can be written under a same structure as follows:
where m, c 1 , c 2 and c 3 are constant values and g 1 , g 2 are scalar functions of h and q. For example,
• Grass model corresponds to
• Meyer-Peter&Müller's model corresponds to,
Comparison of the different models with Grass model.
We observe that if we set τ * c = 0 at the previous models, then it is possible to interpret them as particular cases of Grass model, for different definitions of A g and m g . As the value of A g represents the type of interaction between fluid and sediment, we can look for it in the different models. We analyze in detail the MP&M's model for τ * c = 0. The solid transport discharge in this case can be written under the structure (9), where
We observe that A g cannot be constant because it depends on the hydraulic ratio. A g depends also on the specific sediment weight, the specific water weight and Manning's coefficient. Nevertheless, for τ * c = 0, the MP&M's model does not depend on grain diameter d i . In fact, this is similar for almost all the considered models except for Van Rijn's model.
We consider the following values γ = g · 1000, γ s = g · 2600, η = 0.0196. With this values, we obtain
If the hydraulic ratio R h is approximated by h, and if h ≈ 10 cm, we obtain A g ≈ 1.17915995565 · 10 −9/2 . For values of h ≈ 1 cm we obtain A g ≈ 1.17915995565 · 10 −4 . In any case, we observe that MP&M always models a weak interaction between fluid and sediment.
As shown in Table 1 , all models considered here correspond to a weak interaction between fluid and sediment. In fact, this is one of the main problems in order to obtain precise numerical approximations. As the interaction between the fluid and the sediment is very weak, the velocity of the fluid is much greater than the velocity of the sediment. Consequently, low order numerical methods do not capture well the sediment evolution; they are usually very diffusive (see test in Section 6.1). So, it is necessary to use high order numerical schemes in order to avoid this phenomena.
Formula
A g m g Approximation 
Coupled model
The system of equations used in this work is obtained by coupling shallow water equations (4) and the sediment transport equation (5) . The expression of this system is as follows
where S f is the friction term modeling the drag effects between the fluid and the bed defined by (3) . Note that, if the variable
could be rewritten as
Note that, system (16) can be written as an hyperbolic system with a non-conservative term and a source term
where
Finally, system (17) can be written as a non-conservative hyperbolic system
and A(W ) is the Jacobian matrix of F (W ),
Then, by the definitions of A(W ) and B(W ) we obtain that
The eigenvalues of the matrix A(W ) can be obtained as roots of the characteristic polynomial
The roots of this polynomial are
where Q = (3a 2 − a 2 1 )/9, θ = arccos(R/ −Q 3 ) and R = (9a 1 a 2 − 27a 3 + 2a 3 1 )/54. The eigenvalues are real if Q 3 + R 2 < 0. In the case of Grass model, it can be proven that all eigenvalues are real. Although in general we cannot prove it for the other considered models, we have not found any complex eigenvalue in our numerical tests.
The associated eigenvectors are
We note that for a fixed bottom (q b = 0) the eigenvalues are q h + gh, q h − gh and 0.
By simplicity we will suppose that the system is strictly hyperbolic, where λ i = λ j , if i = j and all of them are real.
Moreover, we must remark that the non-conservative product A(W ) · W x , has not sense as a distribution when W presents a discontinuity. Following the theory developed by G. Dal Maso, P. G. LeFloch and F. Murat ( [16] ), can be defined in a rigorous way the non-conservative product, introducing a family of paths in Ω.
that satisfies the following properties:
for a bounded set O ⊂ Ω, there exists a constant k such that
3. for a given bounded set O ⊂ Ω, there exists a constant K such that,
Once a family of paths is chosen,
N it is possible to give a sense to the non-conservative product as a Borel measure (see [43] ), which is denoted by [A(W )W x ] Φ and weak solutions of (19) are the functions satisfying the equality
The choice of the family of paths is very important, because it determines the propagation speed of shocks. Nevertheless, in general, it is very difficult to parametrice the optimal choice, that must be related to the physics of the problem. In practice, the simplest choice is given by a family of segments,
which corresponds to the non-conservative product definition proposed by Volpert [63] .
Finite volume method for non conservative hyperbolic systems
Friction term S f will be discretized in an semi-implicit way (see [8] ), so, in what follows we consider the system
We consider a partition of the interval [0, L] in cells defined by
For the sake of simplicity, we suppose that all of them have the same length ∆x and x i+ 1 2 = i∆x. x i = (i − 1/2)∆x is the center of the control volume I i . Let ∆t be the time step and t n = n∆t. Then we denote by W n i an approximation on the mean value of W over I i at time t = t n ,
To approximate W n i we consider two different types of schemes, the generalized Roe method for nonconservative hyperbolic systems and schemes with flux limiters, which are of second order in regular areas, at least for linear problems. In the case of a non-conservative system it is also necessary to define a generalization of Roe matrix. The definition of Roe matrix is also associated to the choice of a family of paths.
In [57] the following definition is introduced.
Definition 2 For a given family of paths Ψ, a function
is a Roe linearization of system (25) , if it satisfies the following properties:
We observe that if A(W ) is the Jacobian matrix of a regular flux F (W ), (26) is independent from the family of paths and it is reduced to the usual Roe property
We will use the following notation: we denote
the Roe matrix associated to the states W i and W i+1 , with eigenvalues
is the base of the associated eigenvectors. By K i+1/2 we denote the N × N matrix whose columns are eigenvectors and by L i+1/2 , the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. We will also use the following matrices , are obtained by averaging in the cells the solutions of the Riemann problem. As in the case of a system of conservation laws, some calculations allow to show that, under the hypothesis,
the approximations at time t n+1 can be obtained by the formula:
where,
D i+1/2 is the viscosity matrix of the numerical scheme defined by:
b) Method with flux limiters: the idea is to use a combination of Roe method (which is only of order one) near discontinuities, and the generalization of Lax-Wendroff method (which is second order in space and time, at least for linear systems) in regular areas. The obtained scheme corresponds to define
with,
The function ϕ is the flux-limiter and
Some classical examples of flux limiters function are (see [21] and [39] ):
-Van Leer flux limiter:
ϕ(r) = |r| + r 1 + |r| .
-The family of flux limiters functions defined by ϕ(r) = max(0, min(1, βr), min(β, r)).
If β = 1 we have the minmod limiter, β = 2 corresponds to superbee limiter.
Moreover it can be proven that scheme (30) is well-balanced.
Remark 1 In practice, to ensure (29) we use the CFL condition
with 0 < γ ≤ 1.
Taking into account that the system (17) has a conservative term and a non conservative product, the numerical scheme could be rewritten as follows:
4 High order finite volume scheme based on state reconstructions
There exist different techniques to obtain high order methods. A possibility is to use state reconstructions. Firstly a state reconstruction operator P t is considered, that is, an operator that associates, to a given sequence {W i (t)}, two new sequences
in such a way that, whenever
for some regular function W , then
For conservative hyperbolic systems it is enough with these reconstructions, nevertheless for nonconservative terms it is necessary to know the state reconstruction over the interval I i . That happens because if A(W )W x has an associated flux and we integrate it over the control volume, then only the states at the boundary of I i (x i−1/2 and x i+1/2 ) are necessary. However if an associated flux does not exist, we must integrate A(W )W x over all the interval. Then, firstly, over each control volume I i , at each instant t > 0, we define a regular function P t i such that
In [10] the following numerical scheme is proposed,
where P t i is a regular function that verifies (38) . Applied to our system (17) with a conservative part and a non-conservative product, it can be rewritten as
A i+1/2 is the Roe matrix and
Effectively, we see that the main difference between the conservative and the non-conservative system is that the conservative one is independent of the definition of P t i , only depends on W ± i±1/2 . The consequences are that the order of the numerical scheme depends upon the order of the state reconstruction operator P t i and its derivative. Concretely, in [10] the following theorem is proven. Theorem 1 If A is order C 2 with bounded derivatives and A Ψ is bounded. We suppose that the state reconstruction operator of order p verifies that for a sequence defined by
for some regular function W ,
Then (39) provides an approximation of at least order α = min(p, q + 1, r + 1) for system (25) in the following sense:
for any sufficiently smooth solution W . In this paper we have used state operator reconstruction defined by WENO reconstructions with stencils of r points. So, we denote by r-WENO method the scheme obtained by this state reconstruction. For this operator of reconstruction we obtain at the internal points of the control volume only order r and q = r − 1 for their derivatives, so, by previous theorem, the scheme is order r.
For time evolution, we have used the high order TVD Runge-Kutta method proposed in [54] .
For the numerical tests presented in Section 6 we use a 3-point Gauss quadrature formula to approximate integral (42).
Roe Matrix and numerical treatment of transitions close the critical shear stress
In this section we study the problem of determining Roe matrices for the coupled model formed by shallow water equations and sediment transport defined by the family of solid transport discharge (defined in Section 2.3). In the particular case of Grass model it is possible to determine a Roe matrix, when the family of paths is defined by segments. Nevertheless the calculus of the Roe matrices is complicated for the other models presented in this work, and its implementation is very costly. So, in practice we use an approximation of Roe matrix. In subsection 5.3 we present the numerical treatment that we perform in transition interfaces with-without sediment, with-without movement of the sediment layer.
Roe Matrix for Grass model
In the particular case where Grass model is considered and the family of paths is defined by segments (24), Roe matrix is (See [31] ),
Approximation of Roe matrix
In the previous subsection we have presented a Roe matrix corresponding to Grass model. But for the other models considered in this work, is not always possible to obtain an explicit formula and its implementation is very costly. So, in practice we use the following approximation of Roe matrix
with u, h and c defined by (45) , that is, the mean Roe values of u, h and c corresponding to Shallow Water equations.
Remark 3 We observe that as we use an approximated Roe matrix, we cannot use directly schemes on function of A ± , we must use the schemes that explicitly depend on the physical flux function F (W ), that is, scheme (36)-(37) or scheme (40)-(41).

Numerical treatment of transitions close to the critical shear stress
As we have seen in Section 2.3, in general, the movement of the sediment layer starts when shear stress τ is bigger than a critical shear stress τ c . So, when we use this type of models, at interface x i+1/2 , we could find some of the following situations: st1) Transition with-without sediment: if x i+1/2 is the interface between I i and I i+1 , with a sediment layer of thickness z b,i such that the shear stress at I i is bigger than the critical one (τ i > τ c ), and there is not sediment at the control volume I i+1 (Figure 3(a) ).
st2) Transition with-without movement of the sediment: if x i+1/2 is the interface between I i and I i+1 , with a sediment layer with thickness z bi and such that the shear stress is bigger than the critical one (τ i > τ c ); and the volume I i+1 , with a sediment layer of thickness z b,i+1 where the shear stress is smaller than the critical one (τ i+1 < τ c ) (Figure 3(b) ).
In order to avoid instabilities, it is necessary to change the numerical scheme so that these situations are numerically well treated.
For example, Let us suppose that in the intercell x i+1/2 we have the following situation ( Figure  3 ):
where τ i is the shear stress at volume I i and τ i+1/2 is the shear stress corresponding to the mean value of Roe. In this case, we propose the following algorithm:
be the characteristic velocity corresponding to the sediment transport at the intercell. As τ i+1/2 < τ c , then λ The algorithm can be summarized as follows: The values τ i , τ i+1 and τ i+1/2 are computed . If in the three cases the shear stress is bigger than the critical shear stress we do not perform any change. In the case of a transition we change the diffusion matrix as described before. 
Numerical test
In this section we present some numerical tests to validate numerical schemes described in sections 3 and 4. We have considered an academic test with a known analytical solution, a test of order and an experimental test where we compare with experimental measures.
Transport of parabolic sediment layer
This first test consists on comparing a numerical solution with an asymptotic and analytical solution obtained by Hudson and Sweby in [31] , for Grass model when interaction constant A g (8) is smaller than 10 −2 . In this case, the layer sedimentz b is over all computational domain and fluid is moving slowly with a constant discharge q = q 0 ≤ 10. Under these hypothesis it is possible to obtain the following analytical solution, h = A r − z b (x, t), q = q 0 being A r a fixed level of reference, q 0 ≤ 10 a constant value, and
where x o is the solution of equation
The usual value of m g = 3 is considered. This solution is valid to t < t 0 , being t 0 the instant in which characteristics cross. In [31] it is estimated t 0 = 238079.124 × A −1 g . In the same way, it is verified thatz b (x, t) = z b (x, t) + c 0 , where c 0 is a constant value, it is also a solution of the problem. To be able to compare numerical solution with analytical solution obtained in [31] , without considering the behavior of numerical scheme in zones with-without sediment, we have compared the solution for the case,z
We consider a computational domain whose length is L = 1000 meters, discretized with 250 nodes. CFL condition is set to 0.8. The sediment porosity is set to ρ 0 = 0.4 and the constant A g of Grass formula (8) is set to 0.001 which corresponds to a weak interaction. The initial conditions are (see Figure 4) ,
As boundary condition, the flux and the depth of the sediment is imposed upstream, while free boundary conditions are imposed downstream.
In Figures 5, 6 , 7 we compare analytical solution (continuous line) and numerical solution obtained with the different schemes of sections 3 and 4, corresponding to sediment layer evolution at instant t = 238080 s; that is smaller than the maximal time in which analytical solution (50) is valid.
We can observe that all numerical schemes show a good sediment layer localization, being Roe scheme the most diffusive ( Figure 5(a) ). Moreover, the scheme that gives the best approximation is high order generalized Roe scheme with Weno state reconstructions of order 3, where time approximation is made using Runge-Kutta of order 3 (Figure 7(a) ).
In Figure 5 it is shown comparison between Roe method and linearized Lax-Wendroff method with flux limiters. In both methods we use Euler scheme for time discretization. In Figure 5(a) , that describes layer sediment evolution, it is observed that Roe method is more diffusive than method with flux limiters, that is of second order in space and time for linear problems. In Figure 5 (b) the discharge is presented. We observe that it is near 10 in both cases and almost constant in all domain, that is one of the hypothesis used to develop the analytical solution (50) .
In Figure 6 it is compared flux limiter scheme with Roe-Weno of order 2. For time evolution it is used Euler for flux limiter scheme, because Lax-Wendroff scheme ensures order 2 in space and time. For scheme with Weno2 state reconstructions it is used TVD Runge-Kutta method of order 2. It must be observed that approximation of thickness sediment layer is similar in both schemes.
Finally in Figure 7 schemes with Weno2 and Weno3 state reconstructions are compared. For time evolution it is used Runge-Kutta2 and Runge-Kutta3, respectively. Higher order scheme approximates better the sediment layer thickness as expected. 
Test of order
We make the following test to compare the order of the proposed numerical schemes. We consider a one dimensional channel with flat bed along the interval [−10, 10] , and with the following initial condition (see Figure 8) ,
The exact solution for this problem is unknown, therefore we use as reference solution a numerical one obtained with a very fine mesh, of 5120 volumes.
This test has been made using Grass model (8) for solid discharge. We consider a strong interaction between sediment layer and fluid, concretely we impose A g = 0.3.
In Figures 9 and 10 the different results are presented, at instant t = 0.5 s, obtained with the schemes: Euler-Roe (described in Section 3), Roe-Weno2-RungeKutta2, Roe-Weno3-RungeKutta3 (described in Section 4). Tables 2, 3 and 4 shown the errors for variables h, q and z b in L 1 norm, for t = 0.5. It must be observed that numerical schemes get in this test the expected order: Euler-Roe order one, Roe-Weno2-RungeKutta2 order two and Roe-Weno3-RungeKutta3 order three. 0.9168 Table 2 : Errors and order: generalized Roe scheme. Nodes 
Comparison with experimental data
In this section we present an experiment where we simulate sediment layer evolution over a soil which is not eroded. The numerical stationary solution is compared with the experimental data obtained by the Hydraulic Laboratory of Escuela Superior de Ingenieros de Caminos, Canales y Puertos (A Coruña University) over a channel of 15 m long and 0.5 m width. E. Peña González details in his Phd Thesis [45] different techniques and toolkits used to develop this and other experiments. In this particular case, measures were made using a PIV technique and a Scanner 3D technique (in [45] the details of the different measurement techniques are explained).
The experimental test was developed introducing a sand layer in the central part of laboratory channel, and inducing hydrodynamical conditions to erode the sand layer, until a steady state is reached. The channel ( Figure 11 ) has a very small slope of 0.052 %. Sand layer was situated in interval [4.5 m, 9 m], with a thickness of 4.5 cm; being media diameter of the grain equals to 1 mm. During the experiment the sand layer was eroded very slowly, extracting material from upstream at same time that sand was being transport downstream, creating a tongue of sand.After approximately 8 hours, a stationary state is reached and the sand front was placed at the point x s = 12.15 m, so the total material advance was 3.15 m. The final thickness of the sand layer was approximated equal to 3 cm along all length, except in the transition areas at initial and final extremes.
The numerical simulation has been made using Meyer-Peter&Müller's equation (10) for solid transport discharge. 
(a) Water layer thickness h. The first problem is to give an admissible initial condition for the laboratory experiment , because we only know the position and the thickness of the sediment layer z b at the steady state, but we have not information about initial conditions. To build an initial condition we have proceeded as follows: a) Initial condition for flux: we know by experimental data that the average thickness of the sediment layer at the steady state is about 3 cm. Moreover the thickness of the water column over the sediment layer is approximately 9.5 cm. Using the shear stress expression and the critical shear stress value, it is possible to determine the critical discharge value, q c , for which solid transport discharge is zero. We obtain the value of q c = 0.0285 cm 2 /s, which we use as initial condition for the flux. b) As we have information about the thickness of the water layer at the right extreme of the channel, and therefore, fluid surface elevation, η, a first choice for the initial condition over the thickness of the water column is to consider h(x, 0) = η − H(x) − z b (x, 0). However, for this initial condition we observe an 'anomalous' behavior of the evolution of the sediment layer.
To avoid this problem, firstly we calculate the free water surface using Bernoulli's equation, imposing a constant discharge q = q c along the channel and using as topography the function 3.1382 Table 4 : Errors and order: Weno3 + Runge Kutta 3.
given by H(x) = H(x) − z b (x, 0). That is, calculating the steady solution for the topography H(x) = H(x) − z b (x, 0), the discharge q = q c , and such that the thickness of the water layer at the right extreme of the channel is equal to the experimental measure.
Therefore, as we do not know the initial condition and we must impose it using the technique explained before, we can only compare the numerical and experimental solution at steady state. In Figure 12 we show the initial condition used in this numerical simulation.
For numerical simulation we have meshed the domain with 250 nodes The CFL is set to 0.9. Sediment porosity is set to 0.4. Friction between fluid and bed is modeled using a Manning's law with coefficient equal to 0.0125 over the fixed bed and 0.0196 over the sediment layer. As boundary conditions we impose an incoming discharge equal to 0.0285 m 2 /s upstream, while the water thickness is imposed to 0.129 m downstream.
The model that we are using does not include pressure forces, so the sediment does not fall by its own weight due to gravity effects. For this reason we cannot expect that the numerical scheme could reproduce accurately the zones where gravity effects are relevant, as for example, the advancing front of the sand layer, but it must reproduce at least, the downstream sand slope and the median profile of the sediment layer. This behavior is reflected in Figure 13 , that shows at 10 min, 40 min y 120 min, comparison between experimental measures (line with dots) obtained by a classic technique (see [45] ), and the numerical solutions obtained with Roe scheme without state reconstructions (dash line) and scheme with Weno2 state reconstructions (continuous line). In this figure it is possible to observe that the scheme of order one (Roe without state reconstructions) is more diffusive than the scheme of order two. Although we do not know the initial condition, the numerical solution tends to the steady state. In the different instants, the graphics show that we are approximating the average of the thickness sediment layer. Moreover, numerically it is proved that we conserve total mass of sediment layer.
In Figure 14 we compare the experimental measures of the position of the sediment layer top at the steady state with the numerical solutions obtained using different numerical schemes. In this figure line with dots represents experimental data, line with squares represents the solution obtained by scheme with reconstruction Weno2, and line with diamonds represents the solution got by Roe scheme without state reconstructions. In Figure 14 it is observed that both numerical solutions converge slowly to the steady state.
In this example, it is difficult to say what numerical scheme reproduce better the laboratory experiment, mainly because the physical model does not include pressure forces, so the sediment does not fall by its own weight due to gravity effects. Nevertheless, we could say that, in general, (see Figure 13 ), the numerical scheme Rk2-Weno2 captures better the depth profiles of the sediment layer at the initial part of the sediment layer, where gravity effects are not so relevant, while Euler-Roe scheme not. A more complex physical model including the gravity effects at the sediment layer must be considered in order to reproduce better the laboratory experiment. 
